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Passageways through the Metaverse
is a comic about Aliza and her
father's crazy, cynical friend, Barney,
and their adventures in different
metaverses using a golden book that
has a troublesome sense of humor.
Sometimes the metaverse they visit is
an alternate universe, and sometimes
it's just a strange place in the
universe altogether.
Throughout their adventures, Barney
wants to get out of the adventure as
soon as possible because he's been
there and done that for over 8000
years, but Aliza wants to connect with
the people. Sometimes there's a lesson
to be learned, but not if Barney can
help it.
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"Siphon."

every
soul I claim, I get
stronger...

The next day.

We finally
take a passageway
to a fun place!

Well, barney, maybe I
just want to escape
the wars in my own
metaverse.
War
is inevitable
all places.

...

What
is going on
over your left
shoulder?

You know,
Aliza, you can slide
down snow in any
metaverse.

Did you check that
book to see what's
going on in this
metaverse?

...

fine.
Another
magical world
with--

Huh? Oh.

King rebit,
Barney, This
is...
Delphine?

you
know delphine?
Have you been to
this metaverse as
well?

then
how do you
know her?

Actually,
I haven't.

Delphine's
a special fairy,
Aren't you?

I'm special because I travel
metaverses when weird
things are happening.
...

Speaking of
which, I need to tell my
ex-boyfriend something.

Lover's
quarrel.
What
do you think
is going on,
King Rebit?

We
should go
into town and find a
place to stay for
the night.

Lumintown.

Lumin inn.
Hey kids!
I'll
go get us
a room.

Why
not play
outside?

That's
terrible.

Kids are
being kidnapped and
left for dead, so our
parents want us to stay
indoors.

...

We
got a room
with four
beds.

Let's
get some
rest.

The next morning.
Where
did barney
go?

Hmm,
There's a
Note.
"Needed to
meet someone.
Take the wand
and..."

"...find the king. -Barney"
Look
there at the
red warrior
mage.

You're
trash, and
You'll never
get to my
level.

I can
hold my
own!

Ha Ha!

Hold this!
{ugh}

Hey
kid. Try to hit
his face with your
own spell.

You Will.
I can't.

Ready
for more
disappointment,
Boy?
Are you?

"Mumble."
I can't
speak!

Whoa!

{ugh}

Heh.

And
what did I
do?

I saw
what you
did.

Help
that kid
mage.

I just
gave a
nudge.

Indeed.
There
is a meeting
of all the warrior
mages in the land.
would you like to
come? I'm in need
of your kind of
kindness.
A
royal
party sounds
like my kind of
party. Let's
go.

King's Castle.

Warriors
may now battle,
and to the winner
is a piece of land
that I will provide
to your warrior
mage clan
myself!

Ha!
I
remember
when I did this in
my youth.
Then
there was always
someone coming in
to dramatically crash
the party.

More
fighting and
flexing. It's so
nauseating.

abel Blackwell.

am
I interrupting
something?

King.
you have constantly
rejected my bid for a
chance to win land in fair
combat, so now I've decided
to become the most powerful mage in the land
and take what I
want.

Yetis...
Attack!

Arg!

"Aching."

She's
perfection...

"Prison."

Aliza!
Abel has king
Rebit!

"Accelerate."

Aliza!

Thank you,
aliza, for helping
us repel that
monster.
Green
and red mages.
Help this girl find
abel. The one to kill
Abel will receive the
plot of land your
warrior clans so
desire.

Snowy hills.

Does the book
say where King rebit
might be kept?

King rebit
Barbon
is being held in some
the mighty? there
yeti stronghold along
with someone named might be some added
fortune saving king
"barbon."
rebit.
there's
abel.
more. The book
talks about the boy
who takes
souls.

Yes.

He's
doing terrible
things to the kidnapped
children.

Yes.
Like I told you
when we met. That's
why I'm here. Let's go
get your friend
first.

Yeti stronghold.
ow!
Stop that.

"lullaby."

Let's
They
kill them now
killed four
before they
of us! Kill or be
wake.
killed by anyone
who attacks
No.
us.
that
red mage boy
...
didn't kill
you.

Are
you alright, King
rebit?

Yeah.

there's
a special
yeti in the next
room all the
yetis are fussing
about.

Barbon.

Yeti Healing bay.

He's sick.

I am
terminal.
it is a sickness
only yetis
get.

I can
help cure it,
but the cure is
a curse. I learned
it reading the
book.

Let's
go see
him.

What
is the
curse?

You
would be in
debt to me
forever.

My life
for a life debt to
you? I would take
that gladly.

Alright.

"Awkward
Loyalty."
I am
well
again!

and I
will join you
in any of your
quests for
life.

Abel's snowy hill.

There
stands abel.
how do we
get through
his yetis?

Leave
that to
me.

Yetis.
Leave this
person's side
and come with
me. We must
return to our
kingdom.

Now's
our
chance!

"Repel."

You're
a powerful mage, girl.
With our powers together,
you and I could rule
everything.
Ew.
No thanks.

then
die like the
rest of
them.

My
jaw!

He's
just another
school shooter
looking for
attention. Let him
be captured...
...ignored...
...and
forgotten.

"forced
mumble."

We
should finish him.
We will be able to
get land and avenge
our fallen.

Throne room.

No.

You
guys won't need
to fight each other. I
bought a piece of land
and installed a mage
school for everyone
to use.

Now
that the threat is
done, we still have to
decide what warrior mage
clan to give land to.
face off and
battle!

You
will not
override
my rule.

Guards!

...

Hold on,
King.

I have
something to
tell you.

outside the king's castle.
So...
what just
happened?

These
people are
free to go. Leave
now...please.

Ask
delphine. she
told me to buy land
and create a school
for mages.
Actually...

You
should ask
Aliza.

What?!

Well,
as you know,
I teleported here because
I sensed an unnatural disturbance
in the metaverse energies because of
my connection with the
golden book.

So
I told aliza
when we met along
with more details about
this metaverse, and,
well...

I was
just sick of war.
blasting everyone
creates enemies and
empowers them with rage.
When delphine told me
more details about the
warring nature of this world,
I told her I wanted
something different. So
delphine had barney do
something to make the mage
clans in debt from edu-cation and living on his
land. Then I put the
yetis in debt to
maintain health
care.
Yes.

Abel
is the king's
bastard son that
the king has been
trying to hide
from the
public.

Wow.

And Delphine
knew the secret
about the king to
blackmail him
with.

So
with the
entire planet's
political and
economic
infrastructure
in debt to us,
we control this
world's use of
magic through
leverage of debt
instead of
war.

I
would have
just gotten
ogres to drop
rocks on
everyone.

Ha! ha!
End.
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